
5kg

MILK POWDERED PAINT
100 % NATURAL

MILK BASED PAINT FOR INTERIOR USE

HIGH ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY

ECONOMICAL AND EASY TO USE

TUTTI
5Kg
11 pounds

COLOR
R A R E
NATURAL PAINTS, PIGMENTS & COATINGS



TUTTI

Technical Characteristics:
 Paint in white powder form for interior use. Smooth aspect, for a matte velvety finish.
 High environmental quality, 100% natural.
 Economical paint, easy to apply and easily adapts to all surfaces. (may require preparation of surface)

 Can be applied by brush or with a trowel depending on the product’s dilution and desired end  
   result (paint or decorative wall coating).

Composition:
Powdered milk, borates, calcium carbonate, titanium dioxide, gypsum, methyl cellulose, 
potassium sorbate, plant/vegetal extracts.

Recommended tips:
To obtain an even result apply from start to finish with the same prepared batch.
Properly ventilate the room to ensure uniform drying.
TUTTI may be colored with pigments!
To obtain an opaque full coverage white, it is recommended to add titanium dioxide to the paint 
 (On average add 5%, up to a maximum of 10%). 
The application of very dark tints can be tricky; if the first coat pleases you, stop there!

Caution:
Do not swallow
Keep out of reach of children

The TUTTI AdvAnTAges:
 economical product: You use only what you need. The remainder of the  
   powdered product can be stored for a minimum of 12 months in its packaging, in a dry 
   environment.
 2 in 1 product: 2 types of uses & 2 different finishes: paint or decorative wall 
   coating.
  100% natural product that can be tinted and is easy to apply. 
 0.00 g/L VOC FREE!

surfaces :  Tutti can be directly applied to:
- Plaster, untreated wood, or smooth coatings
- Clay, lime wash paints and coatings
 On drywall & mixed surfaces: 
   Apply 1 coat of sandy primer to create a grabbing surface  (BAsE1 - Color Rare)

 On synthetic, non-absorbent paints and “porous” supports.
   Apply 1 cost of porous primer  (BAsE 2 - Color Rare)

 Other supports: Contact us.

100% natural decorative product, milk based powder.
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PIgMenTs

A pigment is a coloring substance from the Latin word “pigmentum”. The primary role of the 
pigment is to bring color and opaqueness to the pictorial layer. Pigments fall under 2 categories; 
organic and inorganic.

Use of pigments wITh TUTTI:

TUTTI can be tinted with all sorts of pigments. 
First dilute your pigments in lukewarm water  
until obtaining a smooth fluid paste. After, add this  
mixture to your TUTTI paint or coating  
(approx. 1 volume of pigment for 1 volume of water).

Test your color before starting! 
Progressively add your pigment; some pigments 
will color more than others. (Apply the paint or  
coating to a swatch of paper and then dry it with 
the use of a hairdryer to obtain the final color).

Natural Organic Pigments
Includes vegetal pigments originating from spices or tinctorial plants (rose 
madder, dragon’s blood, indigo, …).
Also includes pigments from animal sources such as sepia, cochineal or 
the murex.

synthetic Organic Pigments
Derived from chemistry or petroleum based chemical reactions by various 
processes. Includes azo pigments, phthalocyanine, quinacridone,...

Natural Inorganic Pigments (Minerals)
These are non-hydrocarbonized mineral based pigments. To be able to 
fully exploit them, these are sorted, pounded, washed and pulverized. Like 
ochre, that contain less than 25% of iron oxide.
Colored earths contain 25% to 65% iron oxide, whereas oxides contain 
more than 65%.

synthetic Inorganic Pigments
These pigments are derived from minerals but are modified by chemical 
processes, such as ultramarine blue, cobalt blue or cadmium pigments, 
titanium dioxide, synthetic iron oxides, pearly pigments etc. 

dosage: 
To obtain a pastel color chart:  
Use 1 to 3% of pigment.

To obtain a medium color chart: 
Use 3 to 6% of pigment.

To obtain a dark color chart: 
Use 6 to 10% of pigment.

These dosages are for indicative purposes 
and may vary depending on the pigments 
used.

It is important to note that mineral pigments are typically very chemically stable but you 
must be vigilant with organic pigments.

What is a pigment?
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TUTTI  PAInT
Progressively mix with a whisk or a mixer:

Recommended application tips
Measure the surface to be painted in order to use the correct dosage of TUTTI. Preparing the 
surface is an important step and should not be ignored. 
TUTTI PAInT is applied by brush on a clean, dry dust-free surface.

Option 1:  It is possible to add pigments to tint the paint.
stir regularly the paint with a whisk or a mixer. The mixture should be to apply: if improperly 
diluted, its application will be harder and will alter the outcome (approximately 100 sq.ft per 
liter) 

Each wall that is started should be finished. Do not stop in the middle of a wall as you may see 
a seam line between the portions if they are not painted successively. 
(Double check your surface and estimate large for your mixture needs before starting).

 1 volume      +       1 volume water    

: In accordance with desired color (not more than 15%)

Mix and let mixture sit for 1 hour at room temperature.
Add a little more water if mixture is too thick.
The texture must be fluid and homogeneous.

Option 1:                

Examples of application patterns

  « à la française »        « à l’italienne »

1 kg Tutti + 1 litre  water = yields approx. 2 litres /2 quarts of paint 
5 kg Tutti + 5 litre  water = yields approx. 10 litres /2.5 gallons of paint 

Using little 
movements, 
go from top to 
bottom, without a 
regular pattern.

Using little 
crisscrossed 
movements in all 
directions, without 
a regular pattern.
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TUTTI deCORATIve COATIng

surfaces : TUTTI deCORATIve COATIng can be applied on 

Recette TUTTI decorative Coating Recipe              

Progressively mix the TUTTI with water, with a whisk or a mixer. 
(It is easier for this recipe to use a mixer.)

If your mixture is too thick, you can add a little more water.                                     
                
Mix well until your coating is smooth and frothy.
Apply with a trowel: 1 to 2 coats.
While the coating is drying, using the thoroughly cleaned trowel, squeeze the 
trowel at a 45 degree angle to press in the material.

 2 volumes +                 1 volume water

Level: Intermediate  

Progressively dilute:

Old coatings and smooth coatings
Lime-based paints
Plaster
On drywall & mixed surfaces: 
Apply 1 coat of sandy primer to create a grabbing surface bond (BAsE1 - Color Rare).
On synthetic, non-absorbent paints and “non-porous” supports.
Apply 1 cost of porous primer (DURA - Color Rare)
Other supports:  Contact us

1 kg Tutti + 0.5 litre  water = yields approx. 1 litres /1 quart of paint 
5 kg Tutti + 2.5 litre  water = yields approx.  5 litres /1.25 gallons of paint 

A “coating” has a thicker consistency than paint: it is a paste 
that is applied with the use of a trowel. A finished coating is 
generally more decorative than paint, as it yields more nuances 
and effects…

+               5 to 10% pigments. Dilute the pigment in a little 
water to create a smooth and homogenous paste before 
mixing into the TUTTI mixture.

Option 1 :
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COLORATION GUIDE  
How to tint your product

Choose your color from the color chart and your product 
(primer, paint or coating). In order to prepare your mix, 
you will need an empty container, measuring spoons, a 
whisk, your product and the pigment(s). Next, open your 
pigment container.

Add the necessary amount of water into the empty 
container to dilute your pigment: 1 dose of water for  
1 dose of pigment. The water must be lukewarm.

Measure the required pigment : Make sure to follow the 
exact recipe provided for your chosen color.  
Fill your measuring spoon to the top and scrape off the 
excess with a straight edge.

MEASURE 
the water

MEASURE 
the pigment

www.colorare.ca
www.colorare.us

Your colored product is ready for application. 
Apply with a brush, a roller or trowel depending on 
the application. Please note the color will pale as 
it dries.

Add the diluted pigment mixture to your product. 
Pour in slowly.

Mix with a whisk or a hand mixer until the mixture is 
completely homogeneous and lump free.

Pour the measured pigment in the lukewarm water. 
Mix until the mixture is homogeneous and creamy.

MIX 
your product 

APPLY 
your product

DILUTE  
your pigment

ADD THE MIXTURE 
to your product

CHOOSE YOUR COLOR,
your product and prepare 

 your workspace



100 %

MADE IN ITALY. Head Office: COLOR RARE FRANCE.www.colorare.fr Imported and 
distributed in the UsA by COLOR-RARE LLC and in Canada by Color-Rare Ltd. 

www.colorare.us | www.colorare.ca

DID YOU KNOW ?
Tutti is an economical milk-based paint, in powder form.

MILK?
Milk, just like eggs, lime, casein (milk protein), gums (arabic, xanthan, etc.), waxes, 
oils (linen, castor, hemp, etc.)  is a naturally bonding material. These materials create 
a bond between all the components of a paint or coating. These ingredients, which we 
can often find in the kitchen, can be used to fabricate artisanal or decorative paints. 

Before the arrival of synthetic paints (alkyd resin, acrylic, vinyl…), natural bonding 
materials were used for painting.

POWDER FORM?
A paint in powder form allows for much better conservation of the product and better 
control of the product usage; we use and mix only what we require!
storage requirements is also reduced.

ECONOMICAL?
Not having to transport the water in the paint (approximately half of its volume) reduces 
the transportation costs and also stocking fees.

One palette of TUTTI = 120 bags of 5 KILOs | 11lbs
One palette of ready-made paint = 33 pails

But TUTTI is also….

A MuLTI-DECORATIvE PRODuCT:
Paint, Coating or White Wash?
The rendering effect is up to you to choose! 
Your walls become your signature creation.

ECOLOGICAL:
100% natural, NO VOC.

TUTTI: a paint that naturally smells good!


